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Computers are the most complex machines that have ever been created. This book will tell you
how they work, and no technical knowledge is required. It explains in great detail the operation of
a simple but functional computer. Although transistors are mentioned, relays are used in the
example circuitry for simplicity. Did you ever wonder what a bit, a pixel, a latch, a word (of
memory), a data bus, an address bus, a memory, a register, a processor, a timing diagram, a
clock (of a processor), an instruction, or machine code is? Unlike most explanations of how
computers work which are a lot of analogies or require a background in electrical engineering,
this book will tell you precisely what each of them is and how each of them works without
requiring any previous knowledge of computers, programming, or electronics. This book starts
out very simple and gets more complex as it goes along, but everything is explained. The
processor and memory are mainly covered.

About the AuthorGeorge Cuhaj is an experienced and accomplished numismatist and
researcher. George is a collector with a passion for this hobby, as well as several others. George,
a former cataloger for both Stack's Auction House in New York and the American Numismatic
Society, offers a wealth of knowledge to the KP line. George continues to develop his network of
over 175 dedicated contributors.
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M. LeCanard, “Good Intro, but could have gone farther. This book provides a good introduction
to the way in which relays (which can be understood to work as transistors, though a section that
fully expanded into transistors would have been nice) are integrated and signals passed for
executing commands and reading memory. It presents the information in a very incremental
fashion, but one still needs to expend effort (as one does in any learning situation) to trace the
various paths to understand what relays are open/closed and why. The diagrams take work to
trace, and as with any technical schematic, glancing at the diagram is insufficient. In any given
diagram, some relays are open, some closed, and the issue is to work through why is a relay
open/closed, and what signal needs to be applied to change it.I would have liked a book that
went further and continued to build upon what was presented. For example, getting to the point
of showing a full 8-bit system. In addition, in this current world, I would have liked to see
assembly commands built around the x86 platform.Nonetheless, if you are like me in not having
worked with computers at this level, despite years of programming them, this book is a good
introduction into how the logic circuits are created.”

J. Atchue, “A Fifteen year old learning computers!. I'm a fifteen year old high school student and I
have recently purchased this book. This was by far the best five dollars I have ever spent; the
knowledge I have gained about computers is unimaginable.Who this book is for:-Person(s) of
any age wanting to require knowledge about how computers really work-Anyone who has been
interested in electronics-Hobbyists of electronics who create and mod projects on a daily
basisWho this book is for not:-Person(s) not wanting to invest time into learning about what is
dominating past, current, and future decadesAs a fifteen year old I haven't been through most
high school science classes, nor math classes and this books was very understandable to me.
The book starts out as a simple Light circuit with a battery and light bulb and through pages
gains complexity and different circuits. The book also explains simple programing and how a
computer would use these circuits to store, erase, and read data.The two main parts of a
computer this books is revolved around is the processor and the main memory; it fully explains
both to its fullest potential and how each use each other to create programs. The final result
leaves you with how memory works, and how a processor functions with that memory. It also
leaves you with knowing how binary and simple programs work by using the processor and
memory.All in all, its a marvelous read.”

Teri J. Pierce, “More technical than I thought.... This book is more technical than I expected. I'm
not sure exactly what I thought the book would be like, but after thumbing through it the first time,
I discovered it literally is about "How a Computer Works." It has detailed diagrams which are
very helpful, and very good explanations of the terms, etc. I have found that using my computer
dictionary, and definitely a regular dictionary, make anything that is a little confusing much



clearer. Don't get this book if you just want something that explains how a computer works from
plugging it in - to printing. But if you want a technical explanation of circuitry, etc, and how it all
powers the different parts of the computer, you'll appreciate the illustrations most. And I'd say a
little previous knowledge of electrical systems makes working with the book easier. DEFINITELY
GO THROUGH THE BOOK STARTING AT THE BEGINNING, THROUGH TO THE END!”

Alex, “The Grown Up Version of a Kids book. Cheapest book ever and yet I loved it.It feels so
good to understand computers now. I reconstructed Roger Youngs's computer with logic gates.
This computer he created works and is fully functional. I was afraid that I was gonna waste my
money buying another book called code, because perhaps I wouldn't understand it, but this
book gave me the confidence to read the other.I would recommend this book to my friends as I
learned essential workings of the cpu and memory- which is priceless.The second unit on
programming is the only complaint I have as I wished the schematics for that computer was
explained, and yes I am aware that the techniques for adding in this book are outdated but It is
nice to know we have a better sollution to adding now called the ripple adder or better
biproducts such as the cla or mcla. Which would have been nice to introduce this rather than the
outdated one, but better yet I learned about clock speed, cpu logic, and memory allocation- for 2
bucks that was an essential bargain.”

Student_of_Life, “Really Cool Intro. It's really hard to find a book that isn't for computer
engineering majors on this topic. I think the author does a great job at explaining the basics.
The author uses slightly older technology to explain the concepts, but he does this because it is
simpler thus easier to teach the concepts, and he newer technology is not that different.After a
while, the author did kinda loose me. But, I learned so much before hand it really didn't matter.
So, I gave this book 4 stars. It worked for some of the knowledge I wanted to attain about how
memory works and a few basic electrical engineer concepts. I only wish the author came out
with another book that explains modern day circuits in an easy to understand manner...this
would be more useful.”

T. B. Gausen, “How relay based electromechanical computers work. The book is dry as sand,
but very indepth and, as far as I can see, correct. It begins with a drawing of a wire connecting a
battery to a lightbulb via a switch, and evolves that into a 4 bit computer with ROM, RAM, a clock
and a 1-instruction (no opcodes) Van Neuman processor. 
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covers the same territory, only much better, for almost 3 times the price (that's still cheap
though). This book uses simple language and appears to be aimed at young people. Sufficiently
nerdy teens might love it. As in Petzold's book (link above), there is no explanation of how
transistors really work. It's certainly worth the price.”

Albert, “Very clear explanation. "What?! There is no way you have done this! "That was my
reaction when the author managed to explain how a computer works without having having
preceeding chapters on electronics!I have watched several videos on how CPUs work but I
never fully grasped the concepts. However, the author here uses very simple explanations at the
beginning of the book (at first I thought, how is this going to help? I am running out of page count
and seemingly none the wiser) which then all come together to explain how the machine works.I
have studied engineering so thought I would need to rely on that knowledge. However, I never
needed to use any of it (and neither was a Web search required). The simple language and clear
layout used by the author was all that I needed.If you do not have a technical background but
have a desire to learn how processors work, you cannot go wrong with this title.”

A normal person, “A great introduction. This is a must have book to understand the core
concepts of how computers and computing work. In order to understand computers you must
understand the principles behind them and this does an excellent job of explaining this.”

Kevin, “Very simple to understand. The simplicity of the book”

tonycward, “A very clever book. I liked this book. I had to read it a couple of times to understand
how all the ideas presented fit together. However, once I had got to grips with it, it all came
together.  Well done Roger Young!”

The book by Roger Young has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 102 people have provided feedback.
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